THE MULTI-TOOL JUST GOT A REALITY CHECK

It’s not an act. It’s not a fashion statement. A multi-tool should be built for real challenges – and work like the real thing. No matter what.

See the full story at center-drive.com

NEW

CENTER-DRIVE™

Experience uncompromising performance through revolutionary design. Innovative Center Axis Tech™ aligns the driver to work like the real thing, yielding maximum torque and rotation.

Box:
30-091193 [includes sheath]
30-091194 [w/ bitset + sheath]
30-091195 [w/ MOLLE sheath]
30-091196 [w/ bitset + MOLLE sheath]
30-091197 [Berry sheath]
30-091198 [w/ bitset + Berry sheath]

Blister:
31-093073 [includes sheath]
31-093074 [w/ bitset + sheath]
31-093075 [w/ MOLLE sheath]
31-093076 [w/ bitset + MOLLE sheath]
SCREW CONVENTIONAL THINKING

It seems so obvious — but until now no multi-tool has ever offered a **full-size driver on the center axis** with a standard bit. The result is all the ergonomics and torque you’d expect from the real thing, ready at the flick of a thumb.

BEND IT TO YOUR WILL

Adjust to your environment, or force it to adjust to you. It’s your choice. **One-thumb opening sliding jaws** deliver instant command of the spring-loaded pliers, so you can take control of whatever’s at hand.

CUT THE B.S.

Get right down to business. A single flick of the thumb gets you access to a **full-size outboard knife that is 30% longer** than the competition. Don’t worry; reverse thumb support gets the job done in confidence. No compromises — in no time.

**WAVE GOODBYE TO COMPROMISE**

Second best is nothing to strive for. To trump the multi-tools that preceded it, the Center-Drive had to be real, tough, innovative — and it is. In the inevitable tool to tool showdown, there is no contest.